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COVID 19, natural disasters, war and living costs on the significant increase. Everyone's life
including yours is already difficult.  
Please exclude  from heritage overlay.

Please feel free to contact me by replying to this Email if you would like to discuss this
further.

Yours Sincerely,



Objection to proposed Heritage listing (West Footscray and surrounds Inter-war and Post-war 

Heritage precincts) AKA Planning Scheme Amendment C172 

 

24 March 2022 

I submit this formal submission objecting to the above proposal. 

I note that this seems to have arisen from concerns from some residents seeking better Council 

planning approvals to improve the management, location and scale of double/multi-storey housing 

and growth of unit housing by developers.  

However, imposing heritage listing as an aid to manage this imposes a different burden on our 

community and simply shifts these developments to neighbouring streets and will do so at higher 

rates. Unless council better manages the approval processes for multi-story houses and units, they 

will still overshadow surrounding houses and impact on parking (I note tat all units have a parking 

garage built in but no occupier uses these to garage their car as the garage represents important 

living/storage space) so cars are parked in the street or a driveway if available. 

 it does not even help in this respect as the overlay does not apply to  

 

 A development overlay would have been a far superior tool for Council 

to utilise. 

With regards to the proposed heritage listing/Amendment C 172 as it applies to my house 

I object to the heritage listing on the following grounds 

1)  is not of heritage significance bearing little relationship to the original building 

The current property is only a modernised make-believe fantasy of what the original property looked 

like when first built and bears little or no relationship to the original building. 

From the front of the house – the only original pre-2000 part of the house is the chimney – it seems 

ridiculous that Council wants to heritage . To make it clear: 

1. The original tar footpath was replaced with a cement footpath ~ 20 years ago 

2. The original front fence (60 cm high capped hardwood palings) was torn down and replaced 

with a Bunnings picket fence 

3. The original two track driveway was dug up and a new cement driveway was laid down 

4. The original front garden and all plants were totally removed (bar one) and garden beds 

extended 

5. The original wood veneer, was covered in aluminium cladding panels 

6. The original white/cream paint colour scheme was replaced with a very different colour 

7. All original wooden, lap/sash, windows were removed and replaced with aluminium 

windows (every window in the house has been replaced) 

8. The original guttering was replaced with pre-formed aluminium guttering 

9. About 25-30% of the original old brown roof tiles were replaced (had become 

porous/cracked) with new non-porous tiles and then due to mismatch in colour, the entire 

roof was painted a blue-grey colour to match the new house colour scheme (and better seal 

the roof from further leaks) 

10. Solar panels have been installed – visible from street 
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11. The original fully enclosed front entry porch was completely demolished and replaced with 

an open porch with new laser light covering 

12. The original front porch standing area was cemented over then painted 

13. The original front door was removed and replaced, with a modern glass panel door and a 

security screen door 

14. The original car garage with double hinged doors (visible from street) and asbestos fibre 

cement roofing was removed/demolished 

15. The original side gates (not visible from the street) were demolished and new side gates 

were installed at the front of the property 

16. The original small fence preventing access to the blind side of the house was removed and 

replaced with material to match the new side gates 

To repeat, the only original part of the house visible from the street is the chimney, so again it is 

ludicrous that Council wants to heritage list for the sake of a chimney. 

The above-mentioned points of change from the original explain in detail the reasons why the 

current house frontage is significantly different to the original property and due to these differences’ 

heritage listing is inappropriate and long-term conservation of the visual perception of the house 

frontage is not appropriate or necessary. 

Many of the houses in the proposed overlay are in a similar situation to mine, being altered 

significantly from what they originally looked like when first constructed 

2) Heritage listing has potential to cause undue financial hardship 

Quick call to insurance company – they indicate that for most heritage listed houses they charge a 

higher premium as repair costs, when needed, are greater – so there may be a direct cost  

To maintain the existing look of the house by replacing materials on a like-for-like basis, means  

need to forgo a trip to Bunnings for a quick + cheap fix and may need to source ’70-year-old original 

material’ and someone who knows how to work with this (even though there is no longer any 

‘original’ material present).  

In addition, simply trying to have, for example a carport built in in driveway will now cost more due 

to lengthy legal and other costs associated with trying to get a permit if this is actually possible. 

As many of the older and somewhat poor condition homes are demolished and replaced by 

townhouses, which leads to increased rates for Council, there will be future forgone revenue 

collected, so Council will either reduce funding of its community projects, or increase rates for 

existing home owners – again leading to a cost for homeowners.  

 

3) Proliferation of abandoned/run down houses 

 

Typically, it is the houses in poor condition that are demolished because it is cheaper + more cost 

effective to do this than trying to repair/renovate them. This can lead to a community with many 

poor looking/run down houses, with potential for squatters and impacting the look and potential 

safety of the community. Due to costs, heritage listing does not lead to building improvements 

 

When a heritage listing prevents the demolition of these houses and replacement with new 

houses/units etc, it also results in less housing available for families 

 





This was an critical consideration in the development of the supporting Regulations where it was 

assumed that this occurs and is a key reason the supporting Regulations were maintained and not 

allowed to sunset. 

8) Family experience 

 

 house is heritage listed.  leaky gutters which he cannot cheaply replace as  

has to locate original 50+ year old guttering.  wooden windows are rotting, with some of the glass 

held in by duct tape – wants to replace these with aluminium windows to match the rest of his 

house which  even remove or replace  front fence without approval. Some of  

neighbours have simply built a new front fence 20cm behind the original fence and left the old one 

to rot.  

 

 lives beside two 70+ year old wooden houses. The  and want to 

develop the land (which council won’t allow). For the last 7-8 years the houses have been 

abandoned, and has had squatters and drug users in it. All the windows/doors are broken, the roof 

looks like it is slowly collapsing, there is rubbish everywhere and the lawns are overgrown (get 

mowed every 3-4months when Council receives complaints).  

 

9) Importantly – the listing of  fails to meet the Heritage Council of Victoria’s criteria 

which is essential to enable its listing 

 

a) Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s cultural history. 

Council has failed to show how  meets this criterion. There is no cultural affiliation 

associated with my house. No one of cultural or historical importance has ever resided here that 

would provide for cultural historical importance 

b) Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of Victoria’s cultural history. 

Council has failed to show how  meets this criterion. The type of house is common 

across many of Australia’s inner suburbs and again no one of cultural or historical importance 

has ever resided here. 

 

c) Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Victoria’s cultural 

history. 

 

Council has failed to show how  meets this criterion. The type of house is common 

across many of Victoria’s and Australia’s inner suburbs and again no one of cultural or historical 

importance has ever resided here. 

 

d) Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural places and 

objects. 

Council has failed to show how  meets any characteristics of a class of cultural places 

and objects. Victoria is significantly multi-cultural with cultures changing rapidly over time. How 

a single house, or series of different looking houses built during the same time period, can 

demonstrate an object of culture in a multi-cultural society is not feasible.  

e) Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics. 



Council has failed to show how my house meets this criterion. Aesthetics is ambiguous. It varies 

widely from individual to individual and within society and changes over time so specifying 

particular aesthetics, which have not been clearly elucidated. It normally refers to art and 

literature so may be used in this context to explain ornamentation associated with a house. The 

only original visible part of the house that could be considered in a broad sense as being 

‘ornamental’ is the chimney, so again is it simply the chimney that the council is trying to 

heritage list. If so, Council must clarify and explain why it is of such cultural and aesthetic 

importance. In any respect, heritage listing the entire house for the sake of the chimney is 

ridiculous. 

f) Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular 

period. 

Council has failed to show how  meets this criterion. There is nothing unique or 

technically challenging about the construction of my house.  was one of the 

house builders in this area and he and other builders are, except for the time period, no 

different to current builders on new housing estates. 

g) Strong or special association with a particular present-day community or cultural group for 

social, cultural or spiritual reasons. 

Council has failed to show how  meets this criterion.  are not part of any 

present day local social, cultural or spiritual group. And the house is not designed to meet any of 

these needs.  

 I suspect with mobility due to cars (which 

were not around much when the houses were first constructed) this is consistent across all 

households. 

h) Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 

Victoria’s history 

Council has failed to show how it meets this criterion. Selection of people of ‘historical 

importance’ is very subjective and simply being  (as seems the justification in this 

case) is not a clear justification that a  is important in Victoria’s history. Even if 

the  was generally seen to be important what happens to + on his land after  it 

and moves on is justifiably not important. 

While I refer to  in the above, the matters raised apply equally to , 

and  and so on, and so would apply to many of the houses proposed for the 

heritage overlay precinct. 

  

From 

 
39 Wellington St, West Footscray, 3012 
Tel  
Email  
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be considered as a part of the permanent controls consultation.

Sincerely, 

47 Gwelo St,
West Footscray, 3012

























 

To Whom it may concern, 

 30 Napoleon Street, West Footscray and am writing to oppose the heritage 
overlay proposed in the Maribyrnong Planning Scheme (Amendment C173). 

I do not believe  fits the criteria to be considered as contributory. The house is a basic 
home in West Footscray with no valued heritage characteristics. The windows are generic windows 
that have deteriorated over time and been replaced with modern aluminium windows, which is not 
very original to post-war properties.  

The house is a small and basic white house with no gable or veranda. The brickwork is just that, 
brickwork, none of it complex or extravagant, even on the disused and decaying chimney. It does not 
contribute to the cultural heritage of the area and could not be further from the elaborate 
bungalows that the council is looking for. 

This property has already had extensive internal repairs done such as fixing the leaking tiled roof, 
lifting the shallow and collapsing foundations, servicing a crumbling chimney, repairing the sagging 
car port, etc. As time goes on these repairs will only grow as the house gets older and will become 
even more costly, it will come to a stage where  

 

If this overlay was to be approved, it will become even more difficult to improve  
Any work  to the façade of the house will need to be approved by the council 
or it will already be banned under this new overlay.  

 

 
intention of rejuvenating the home whether it be cosmetic or environmental, will be too costly and 
changes will need to comply with certain building regulations or be rejected by council.  

 

 
 

 
 

I urge you to please consider the desire of the owners in your decision and to please reclassify  
 as non-contributory. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Kindest regards, 
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community consultation.

Key Issues

Failure to prevent inappropriately located townhouses being
developed

Townhouses are an important inclusion in a suburb as they provide a
more affordable housing option, and a first step for first home buyers
entering the property market. However, it’s vital that townhouses are
built in appropriate locations as they can have large impacts to
neighbours with overlooking, overshadowing, and parking problems.
This new overlay will have no impact on the number of townhouses
built, as it doesn’t change the supply and demand dynamics of the
townhouse market. What typically transpires is that townhouse
developments become even more common in areas outside the heritage
overlay, which in this case would impact streets like Alma St, Stanhope
St and Clive St among others. This overlay entirely fails to address the
community feedback and concerns regarding the proposed 4-6 storey
apartment buildings along Barkly St and 8 storey apartment buildings
adjacent Whitten Oval.

 

Positive changes that people try to make to their homes being denied

Common upgrades to existing homes such as replacing front fences,
enclosing a carport with a garage door, or building a veranda over the
front door can become virtually impossible under this new overlay.
Changes which make front yards more usable are essentially banned
under this overlay and given that front yards are a key piece of social
infrastructure where we interact with our neighbours, the inability to
improve them will be a major negative outcome for our community.
More information on these additional restrictions can be found in the
attachments titled Heritage Design Guidelines, (at the bottom of the
page) https://www.maribyrnong.vic.gov.au/amendmentc172  

 

More expensive repairs imposed on individuals and families





overlay in place. I have already seen examples 
where homeowners have been forced to abandon energy efficiency
upgrades due to the additional costs.

 

Financial and emotional burden on individuals and families who
have had the heritage overlay imposed without notice

This policy impacts everyone differently. For some the costs of this
change are non-existent, but for others the financial and emotional costs
are life changing. Consider those homeowners who have been preparing
plans for their dream home over a number of years only to now have
their proposals rejected, their plans crushed by the heritage overlay.
Consider any local residents who have recently purchased with the
intention of extending or rejuvenating being forced to abandon these
plans, unable to afford the cost that the additional restrictions invoke,
losing their stamp duty and sometimes significant property value in the
process. The implementation of this policy without notice or adequate
consultation has is unfair and unjust, and the costs could be be in excess
of $100k.
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